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) Docket Nos. 50-445
In the Matter of ) 50-446

)
TEXAS UTILITIES GENERATING COMPANY, et al. ) (Application for

(Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station,
Units 1 and 2) ) March 4, 1983

)

Notice of Resumed Evidentiary Hear.ing

I.

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the evidentiary hearing in this operating

license proceeding will be resumed on Monday, April 4, 1983 at 8:30

a.m. , local time, at the Metro Center Hotel, 600 Commerce Street, Fort

Worth, Texas 76102 and will continue through April 8,1983. The hearing

will address matters in controversy that have not been completed,

including both issues and evidentiary or testimonial proof previously

described in our Memorandum and Order dated January 4,1983.

The NRC Staff is hereby directed and ordered to prepare and serve

subpoenas for the appearance as Board Witnesses, at 9 a.m. Monday,

April 4,1983, of the following persons: Richard Ice, Jim Hawkins,
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Donna Lewellen, Randy Smith, Gordon Purdy, Tom Brandt, Ron Tolson,

David Chapman, Albert Boren and Chet Wright.

All parties to this proceeding and their attorneys, representatives

and persons in privity with them are hereby directed to refrain from

conferring with, discussing, talking to, or " preparing" any of these

witnesses on matters related, directly or indirectly, to the Charles A.

Atchison allegations concerning his wrongful discharge as a QC inspector

at Comanche Peak facility, his job performance, the NRC investigation of

the Atchison allegations, the evidentiary hearing on alleged illegal

discharge conducted by the Department of Labor (DOL) resulting in a

Recomended Decision in Case No. 82-ERA-9 filed by an Administrative Law

Judge on December 3, 1982, and the evidence or testimony adduced at such

00L evidential hearing. The subpoenaed witnesses listed herein above

are also directed to refrain from discussing the facts involved in the

above-described Atchison allegations and hearings with each other, or

with the parties to this proceeding and the parties' counsel or

representatives, until after all such witnesses have testified before

,

the Board as Board Witnesses on April 5,1983.

*

II.

!
,

The reasons for taking evidence from these Board Witnesses and the

Board's own determination of its informational needs in that regard in

order to resolve important factual and credibility issues, were set

I
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forth in our Orders dated January 4,1983, September 30, 1982 and August

4, 1982. The Board has concluded that the circumstances surrounding the

investigation and testimony of an NRC investigat,'r that allegations of

the wrongful discharge of a QC inspector were not substantiated (Staff

Exhibits 197-199), should "be fully aired and resolved," regardless of

"whether or not the parties are themselves otherwise interested in

pursuing those matters."1

Some clarification is required as to the controversy between the

legal Staff and the Board. The dispute is over the production of

documents as ordered by the Board. These documents are the original,

unaltered, signed witness statements taken by the NRC investigator when

he interviewed the ten witnesses listed above. Thes'e witnesses are not

Staff witnesses, and their identities were not dug up by the Staff

investigation. They were chiefly supplied to the investigator by the

original "whistleblower", Mr. Atchison, when he alleged that he had been

wrongfully fired as a QC inspector at Comanche Peak because he tried to

| report serious construction defects and practices at the site.

The Licensing Board is well aware, as the Appeal Board found,2

|
that the identities of the ten interviewees "had become public knowledge

through the unequivocal testimony of a highly reliable applicants'

1 Consumers Power Company (Midland Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-458,;

! 7 NRC 155, at 177, footnote 87 (1978).

2 ALAB-714 (February 24,1983), Slip Opinion at 6-7, 15-18.

|
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witness."3 However, it is necessary to develop a complete re. cord in

order to make findings concerning the adequacy and reliability of NRC
,

investigations of serious safety allegations by a discharged QC

inspector. The production for Board review of the original, sign'ed

witness statements would assist in developing a full record. The

Staff's offer of heavily blacked out and thus censored copies is an

unacceptable substitute for the original, unaltered documents.

Public confidence in the ability and willingness of NRC to

investigate QC allegations by "whistleblowers" is very important to

perceptions of the integrity of our adjudicatory process. As we have

previously stated, it would be anomalous to have D0L and NRC

investigators coming to opposite conclusions regarding the wrongful

firing of a QC inspector when based upon substantially the same evidence'
'

or witness' statements.4 Clearly the Board should be able to take

additional direct evidence itself on these important matters of

credibility without rurning into an "...' unnecessary', delay grounded in

a Staff desire to perpetuate a now academic disagreement with the

Licensing Board" (ALAB-716 at 7). In any event, the Board would not be

perpetuating any dispute with the Staff, as it already has the names of

the ten witnesses it wants to subpoena and interrogate directly. The

3 Ij ., at 17.
4 Memorandum and Order dated January 4,1983, at 2-5.

.
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Staff is required only to perform the ministerial task of preparing and

serving subpoenas.5 Most of the naces of these witnesses were

furnished initially by Mr. Atchison, and they were not the result of any

i Staff investigation or original promises of confiderliality. The latter

argument',, appears to be a belated and self-serving effort by the Staff to

obstruct the Board from determining whether or not QC "whistleblowers"

were improperly fired, as found by the DOL Administrative Law Judge
1

| after a full adjudicatory hearing. Such finding, which was subsequent
,

to the Staff's initial and continued refusal to furnish witness

statements or names, constitutes additional necessity for the Board to

clear the air by making an independent record on the issue of discharge
|

| of a QC inspector allegedly for disclosing construction defects. It

should also be noted that a large number of I&E reports have been

admitted into evidence at the request of both the Staff and Intervenor
;

|
; CASE. It will be necessary for the Board to determine the adequacy of
I

such investigations as they relate to the QA/QC program. In that

chntext,anexaminationofthecontemporaneouswitnessstatementsas

well as the witnesses themselves will help the Board evaluate the

quality of such investigations and the validity of their conclusions.

5 If the Commission does not grant the Staff's Application For A
; Stay Of The Effectiveness of ALAB-714, filed March 1, 1983, in such

a manner as to relieve the Staff of its duty to produce unaltered'

witness statements, the Board will require the Staff to produce
copias of the signed witness statements as expressly directed in
its prior orders.

|

|
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An independent examination of Board witnesses will enable the

balance of the hearing on disputed contentions to proceed expeditiously

without impacting adversely on the balance of the hearing schedule.

This procedure, by providing for an early hearing of the Board's

witnesses, takes into account the Licensing Board's concern that "the

progress of this operating license proceeding might well be impeded"

(ALAB-716, Slip Op. at 6). There is also no question that there is "a

manifest need to avoid unnecessary delay in the completion of the

proceeding" (ibid).

The procedure of directing all witnesses not to discuss the subject

of their testimony in advance of their appearance as Board witnesses,

was successfully followed in Consumers Power Company (Midland Plant,

Units 1 and 2) (Remand Proceeding), LBP-81-63, 14 NRC 1968 (1981). The'

views of the Commission on disclosure in that proceeding are set forth

in the Statement of the Commission, CLI-83-3 (February 18,1983),which

for convenience is attached hereto as Appendix 1. In addition, this

procedure is not contrary to the so-called Summer doctrino regarding

restrictions on expert witnesses being called by licen, sing boards,
,

because a finding of necessity has been made by the Board. Also, the

!
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Staff has not offered to supply the testimony itself as it did in

Summer, but rather has refused to do so.6
.

'

Finally, the Applicants and the Staff'are hereby directed to file

with the Board, and with the appropriate NRC Public Document Room, one

copy each of the Transcript of the D0L evidentiary hearing in Case No.

82-ERA-9, wherein Charles A. Atchison was the complainant and Brown and

Root, Inc., was the respondent on allegations of illegal discharge.

Copies of the material core exhibits admitted into evidence by the DOL

shall also be furnished if not unduly bulky or expensive. These

documents and transcripts shall be filed and in the hands of the Board

at its Bethesda, Maryland office by March 21, 1983.

It is so ORDERED.

FOR THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD

i

M'Mhrshall E. Miller, Chairmann 1.A
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland

this 4th day of March, 1983.
1

6 South Carolina Electric & Gas Company (Virgil C. Sumer Nuclcar
Station, Unit 1), ALAB-663, 14 NRC 1140 (1981); ALAB-710, 16
NRC _ (Jan. 13,1983).
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Nunzio J. Palladino, Chairman i

Victor Gilinsky
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Thomas M. Roberts .
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In the Matter of )

1
Docket Nos. 50-329 CP

50-330 CP'

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY

(Midland Plant, Units 1 and 2)
)

,

,

'
STATEMENT OF THE COMMISSION'

(CLI-83-J)

- The Commission now has before it the latest controversy originating

from the Midland construction permit proceeding, a proceeding "now in
'

-

its second decade." ALAB-691, 15 NRC (September 9,1982 (Slip

Opinion at 1). We will not repeat here the Appeal Board's discussion of

the procedural history leading up to the instant dispute. See, Slip Op.

at 2-8. Nor do we believe it necessary to review in detail the par-

ticular facts giving rise to this case. For the limited purposes of

this statement, it is sufficient to note that the present controversy

resulted from evidence adduced in 1976 suggesting possible improper

conduct on the part of the applicant (Consumers Power Company), Dow

Chemical Company and their respective attorneys over the course of six

weeks in 1976 v5ile preparing for Show Cause proceedings ordered by the

Comissioil in response to Aeschliman v. NRC, 547 F.2d (633 (D.C. Cir.
-

__
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1976), rev'c sub nom., vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Core, v. NRDC, 435

U.S. 519 (1978).

Following hearings ordered by the Commission to resolve this

question,S/ the Licensing Board concleded that Consumers, Dow and

their attorneys had failed to fully discharge their duty of disclosure

and that some of the attorneys may have acted improperly in seeking to

limitdisclosure.S/ LBP-81-63,14 NRC 1768,1800-1001 (1981). [ Copies of pages:

! 1800-1801 are attached hereto.]
Notwithstanding these conclusions, the Licensing Board determined that

sanctions were neither warranted nor appropriate. Jd. On 3ppeal, the

Appeal Board affirmed the Licensing Board's finding that sanctions were

unwarranted and inappropriate. ALAB-691, 15 HRC at , Slip Op. at
,

:

40. In doing so, however, the Appeal Board based its action on that

Board's conclusion that the prefiled written testimony at issue did not

omit any material information required to be disclosed under Section 186

of the Atomic Energy Act, as amended, 42 U.S.C. 2236. The Appeal Board

; further determined that any implied criticism of the conduct by counsel
|

was unjustified. Id. at 27 and 32. [ Copies of pages 27 and 32 are attached
hereto.]

-

I

! 1/ Memorandum and Order of November 6,1978 (unpublished).

S/ There is no dispute that Consumers affirmatively disclosed much of
the information at issue as part cf the discovery process and that
Dow's witness candidly answered all questions posed to him at the
1976 hearing. The specific issue posited before the Licensing
Board was whether Consumers and/or Dcw had a duty to disclose such
information as part of Dow's prefiled, written direct testimony
submitted to the Suspension Soard in 1976.

.
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No petitions for review have been filed with the Commission.

Moreover, we have determined that the decision of the Appeal Board does

not present a case "of exceptional legal or policy importance" suffi-

cient to require our sua soonte review under 10 CFR 3.786(a). Accord-

ingly, the time has come to close the book on this chapter of the ,- ;

Midland CP proceeding. However, in declining to exercise our discretion

to take review in this matter, we believe it important to make an

observation regarding the type of conduct and attitudes at issue below.-

A deliberate false statement or withholding of material information

would warrant the imposition of a severe sanction. The time and

resources committed to an adjudicatory probing of the facts of this case

are evidence of our concern *over allegations of this sort. Not only are
,

material false statements and omissions punishable under Sections 234

and 186 of the Atomic Energy Act, but deliberate planning for such

statements or concerns on the part of applicants or licensees would be

evidence of bad character that could warrant adverse licensing action

even where those plans are not carried to fruition. Moreover, we want

to warn parties and their attorneys that when they engage in conduct

which skirts close to the line of improper conduct, they are running a

grave risk of serious sanction if they cross that line.

4

I
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Comissioner Gilinsky dissents from the Conr:ission decision net to

take review.

Comis'sioner Roberts concurs in the decision not to take review but

dissents from the Comission decision to issue this Statement. ;, [.|

For the Comission *
00* "E

9 4 [7 '3s~. %
- o..

es . '' S ,8 3 /
n na - ..

-

o
i "| ! SAMuliL J. CHILK T

.

Secretary i3 the Comission?. i .- 'E f

| '>
. .. g. g , : y -

^

_
--.

Dated at Washington, D.C.

this[[re7ay of February 1983.

|
|

|

*Conmu.ssioner Roberts was not present when this Statement
was approved but had previously indicated his disapproval.

j Had Commissioner Roberts been present he would have affirmed'

his prior vote.

.
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[LBo-81-63, 14 EC 1763, 1803-1801 (1931)] E

JL

that prepared by a panel of technical witnesses. This is also different from -

responses to written interrogatories addressed to a party under the pro- D

visions of 10 CFR $2340b, where the party is expected to draw upon '

various sources of information available to it in order to make full and '

responsive answers. Here, the witness Joseph G. Temple was a high
ranking executive of Dow. His personal knowledge encompassed the orginal '

contract with Consumers, its problems and negotiations over the years, the "

" changed circumstances" relating .to Dow's need for process steam from '

the nuclear facility to which the Court of Appeals had alluded, the review T
which his Michigan Division undertook after that Court of Appeals re.

'[mand, the somewhat negntive recommendations that the Michigan Division
made, his own request for a separate corporate review by Dow USA. the
nature and extent of that review, and whatever limitations there were on *

the continuing relationship between Dow and Consumers. Under these "'

circumstances, Mr. Temple was clearly qualified to be primarily involved *

in the preparation of the entire spectrum of his own sworn testimony, and "'

no script committee should have injected itself to the extent disclosed by "
the record.

'{
V. CONCLUSION

,

in conclusion, we find that in developing testimony on the issue of
Dow's intentions concerning the purchase of steam, the parties and their
lawyers took an improperly narrow view of their duty affirmatively to

,

disclose significant information to the Board. This arose from an attitude r[,;
which sought to justify and rationalize keeping certain information from

'4the Board. It also led to direct testimony being prepared largely by lawyers
rather than the witness, which failed to convey the true nature and quality

.

of Dow's intentions at the time. The Temple prefiled direct testimon>
should have included the Dow Michigan Division's recommendation. as g

; well as a fair and candid description of the true relations between Dow'

. ,

and Consumers. The Board should not have been subjected to gamesman- ;
ship between or among lawyers, and the parties had a nondelegable duty
to adhen to t!ie highest standards of disclosing relevant information.* j,

m
D.

* Consumers Power Company (Midland Plant. Units I and 2). ALAB-458,7 NRC 155. '"
(n. 87 (1978): Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. (Vermont Yankee (1973t Orge _ -

Electric and Power Company (North Anna Power Station. Units I and 21. CLI-422. 4
NRC 480. 487-89 (1976). See also Section 11. supra.

1800
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The final issue concerns the question of what sanctions, if any, shouldit from be imposed as a result of our findings. The Board has given carefulg p,
consideration to the entire record and it has concluded that under all theupon
circumstances, sanctions are neither necessary nor appropriate.ill and in the first place, most of the deficiencies in disclosure identified abovet high resulted from counsels' excessive preoccupation with the supposed interestso inal *
of their respective clients, and ' insufficient sensitivity to the high level of
voluntary disclosure required in NRC cases. However, there was no con-' ~

'* spiracy to countenance perjury or to commit fraud upon the Board. There
;

is n evidence that any attorney deliberately intended to engage in un-
als re- ethical conduct, or to willfully deceive the Board.
*ivisim JNext, the high standards of affirmative disclosure and other conduct^' wMeh the Board has described herein, have not previously been specifically

rc addressed by the NRC Appeal Board or the Commission. Such standards ,

these f conduct may not necessarily have been recognized or followed in other d
ivolved administrative proceedings. Fairness to the parties and counsel would ;
iv,and

N by require some advance notice to them of the standards of conduct to be q

required in NRC proceedings. We' note also that in the 1979 evidentiary
hearing on remand, all counsel and witnesses scrupulously followed our i

request that there be no advance preparation of witnesses or discussions of q,

their testimony. All witnesses were called as Board witnesses, and they J
testified fairly and fully in developing a factual record in this inquiry. O

sue of Finally, we observe that all of the factual information described above
d their ~ was ultimately included in the record of the suspension proceedings. That J

rely to fact would not serve to condone deliberate misconduct, but it is a mitigat- i
ttitude ing factor since we have found no such deliberate intent in this case. -

' I' * Accordingly, we conclude that the questions raised as to the conduct of
* *Y8#5 parties and counsel in the original suspension proceedings have now been j

fl.uality fully aired and resolved *, in compliance with the Appeal Board's mandate -

timony herein."
. n. as it is further Ordered, in accordance with 10 CFR 2.70, 2.762, 2.764,
a Dow 2.785 and 2.786, that this Partial Initial Decision shall be effective im-
:sman- mediately and shall constitute the final action of the Commission thirty
e duty (30) days after the issuance thereof, subject to any review pursuant to the

above-cited Rules of Practice. Exceptions to this Partial Initial Decision 4
may be filed within ten (10) days after service of this Partial Initial*

.

Decision. A brief in support of any such exceptions must be filed within j

1

N
355.177 i.Virginia

4:2. 4 " ALAB-458. 7 NRC 155.177. fn. 87. ?

:

i'
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We recognized in ALAB-458, suora, 7 NRC;at 168, that

" financial and other considerations might result in Dow's

being unwilling to enter into a similar arrangement if the

choice were before it tcday." But we nevertheless found

" convincing evidence that Dow's present intention is to

adhere to the. contract's terms." Ibid. (footnote omitted) .
|

~

The Licensing Board's further inquiry into this matter gives

us no reason to conclude otherwise now. Dow's testimony

accurately reflected $he corporate position on the Consumers

Power contract at the time of the suspension hearing.

Compare United States Decartment of Enerev (Clinch River

Breeder Reactor Plant), CLI-82-22, 16 NRC __ (August 12,

| I' 1982). SSI

In general, we agree with the Licensing Board's view

that, if a party has doubts about whether to disclose -

!

information, it should do so. See 14 NRC at 1792, 1796.'

This is because the ultimate decision with regard to

| materiality is for the decisicnmaker, not the parties. We

part company -with the Board, however, to the extent it

suggests that the mere existence of a question on discussion

about the possible materiality of information necessarilv

.
r

|

22/ We'think it noteworthy that in June 1978 Consumers
--

Power and Dow signed new contracts containing an
j explicit Dow commitment to the Midland project in
! contemplation of commercial operations by the end of

1984. See Consumers Power Exhibit 1, Documents 17, 18,
; 19, 20; Tr. 53,999-54,000.
|

l

I
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found this to be "the reverse of the proper procedure for
preparing written testimony." Id. at 1799 (footnote
omitted). In its view, the words used must be those of the

witness; attorneys may only suggest clarification of vague
or confusing portions of the statement, suggest emission of
totally irrelevant material, and select questions to be
answered as if on examination at oral hearing. Ibid.

In neither instance did the Licensing Board explicitly
find that counsel had violated any agency or other rules of
conduct. It did, however, suggest that there may have been

'
unintentional "unetJicad: conduct" on their part. Id. at
1801. But we see no basis for criticizing counsel for
either their assertion of privilege or their role in '

preparation of testimony. We also perceive no need to alter
the existing standards for lawyer conduct before the NRC.

The Commission's Rules of Practice require " parties and
their representatives . to conduct themselves with. .

honor, dignity, and decorum as they should before a court of
law." 10 CFR 2. 713 (a) . The majority of courts in this

country have adopted the American Bar Association's Code of
Professional Responsibility. That code is comprised of nine

| Canons of Ethics, each accompanied by Ethical Considerations

and Disciplinary Rules, which further flesh out the Canons.
|

The Commission thus generally follows the ABA Ccde in

judging lawyer conduct in NRC proceedings. See, e.c.,

Ncrthern Indiana Public Service Co. (Bailly Generating '

!

Station, Nuclear-1), ALAB-204, 7 AEC 835, 838 (1974). See

,
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